WANT TO WORK FOR A HIGH-TECH STARTUP?
LUMINATE PORTFOLIO COMPANIES ARE HIRING

LUMINATE ACCELERATOR
VIRTUAL JOB FAIR
OCTOBER 14 | 11:00 AM - 12:00 PM

Register at: bit.ly/LumUofR

Companies that have gone through the Luminate accelerator are looking to hire students and graduates with skills and experience in these areas:

- Optics & photonics
- Nano-fabrication
- Advanced Imaging
- UI/UX design
- AR/VR
- Computational physics
- Electrical engineering
- PCB design & assembly
- Industrial design
- Software development
- Precision metrology
- Business development

Luminate is the world’s largest business accelerator for optics, photonics, and imaging (OPI) startups. We bring entrepreneurs from around the world to Rochester where they can speed innovation and develop competitive advantages by accessing the technology and talent in Upstate NY.